Recommended Consultants

While Academics 4 Black Lives is a wonderful start on the journey to Black liberation, there is more to be done and to be learned. You must continue this work and you need to continue it with Black people. This list includes vetted Black consultants and facilitators that we trust and believe can help build on the learning that was started in A4BL.

Kimberly Burdine Psychological Services & Consulting, PLLC
Kimberly Burdine, Ph.D. (she/her)
owner@drkimberlyburdine.com
@drkimburdine on FB/IG/Twitter

Green Psychological Services
Carlton E. Green (he/him)
carltonegreen.com
dr.carltonegreen@gmail.com
@drcegreen on IG/Twitter

Hector Y. Adames (he/him)
Dr. Adames is a professor and licensed psychologist who offers organizations live and virtual experiences on customized topics related to racial equity and inclusion. He is best known for his extensive work on race relations, AfroLatinidad, Latinx health, and healing ethno-racial trauma in social, health, and educational context. He uses an intersectional lens to understand the complex ways Black, Indigenous and People of Color are impacted by systems of oppression. He is currently working on this third book titled "Race and Colorism" scheduled to be published in 2021.
www.icrace.org
hyadames@gmail.com
@HYAdames on Twitter & IG

Della V. Mosley, PhD (she/her)
Dr. Della is a healer, scholar, and activist who utilizes Black feminist- and liberation psychology-informed approaches to facilitate survival and wellness for people who experience oppression. Using her positions and opportunities as an educator, speaker, researcher, counselor, mentor, and consultant, she joins with others to envision and promote personal and collective liberation for folx facing systemic barriers to their holistic wellness.
www.dellavmosley.com
della.mosley@gmail.com
Twitter: @dellavmosley, IG: @dvmosley, FB: Della V. Mosley
**Reuben Faloughi Ph.D. (he/him)**
Reuben Faloughi Ph.D. provides coaching, interactive workshops, keynotes, motivational talks, conference presentations, guest lectures, and curriculum and program consultation for individuals, and organizations that want to enhance awareness, knowledge, and skills to be: 1) Appreciative and Celebratory of All Forms of Diversity (i.e. Difference); 2) Compassionate, Blameless, Generative, Creative, Motivated Problem-Solvers; 3) Effective Communicators; 4) Effective in Leadership and Developing Future Leaders; 5) Engaged in Important and Difficult Conversations related to Diversity, Social Justice, and World Peace; 5) Team-/Community-Oriented.

www.ReubenFaloughi.com
Reubenfaloughi5@gmail.com
IG: BigReub95 Twitter: Big_Reub
FB Business:
https://www.facebook.com/Reuben-Faloughi-PhD-2228810594107078

**Jioni A. Lewis, Ph.D. (she/her)**
Dr. Lewis can provide lectures, keynotes, and interactive trainings and workshops on microaggressions and subtle racism, antiracism, intersections of racism and sexism, intersectionality, coping with and healing from racial trauma, experiences of women of color in higher education, microaggressions in academic settings.

jionil@gmail.com
@JioniLewis on Twitter

**Bryana French, PhD, LP, PLLC**
**Bryana French, Ph.D., LP (she/her)**
Dr. French provides trainings on racism and sexism, specifically sexual trauma and racial trauma, and mechanisms for recovery. She also provides multicultural consultation for educators and mental health.

professionals.bryana.french@gmail.com
@DoctorBry

**Center for Healing Racial Trauma**
**Candice Hargons (she/her)**
Prevention - Anti-racism training/consultation  Intervention - Healing Racial Trauma Therapy and Workshops for the Global Majority

www.centerforhealingracialtrauma.com
drcandicenicole@gmail.com
@dr.candicenicole on IG

**Robyn L. Gobin, Ph.D. (she/her)**
Dr. Gobin provides trainings, workshops, and retreat experiences on the cultural context of trauma, self-care for Black women, and sexual trauma recovery. She also consults with organizations to advance initiatives in antiracist ideas, policies, and practices.

www.robyngobin.com
info@robyngobin.com
@drrobyngobin on IG
Valene Whittaker, PhD (she/her)
Dr. Valene Whittaker provides workshops and consultation for groups and organizations around culturally-responsive mental health care and supervision, the effects of racism and race-related stress on mental health, and wellness practices for people of color broadly, and women of color specifically. She also facilitates trainings and educational programming on trauma recovery and resilience, and recovery-centered support for Veterans, Active Duty Service Members, and Military Families.
valenewhittaker@gmail.com
@DrWhittaker on Twitter

InnoPsych, Inc
Charmain Jackman, PhD (she/her)
Dr. Jackman's workshops address the psychological impact of racial trauma and strategies that foster healing for BIPOC individuals. She also leads workshops on allyship and provide action steps that those in privileged groups can take to dismantle institutional racism. She also supports K12 educators in making schools culturally responsive to the academic and psychological needs of students.
www.drcharmainjackman.com
drj@innopsych.com
@askdrcharmain; @innopsych
Therapist of color directory:
www.innopsych.com

Frances Adomako, Ed.M. (she/her)
Ms. Adomako provides consultation to community activists and organizations by exploring issues of race-based stress and trauma and PTSD through the lens of social activism.
frances.adomako@gmail.com

Attemla Consulting, LLC
Almetta Pitts, MSW, LSWAIC - Founder and Principal Consultant (she/they)
Attemla Consulting, LLC supports individuals, communities, organizations and companies who seek to engage within anti-racist workplace wellness practices. We facilitate brave spaces that cultivate tough conversations around how to become an anti-racist organization, community and individual including the intersectionalities of diversity, equity and belonging via mental health and somatic wellness practices. Our areas of activism focuses upon workplace & leadership wellness via trauma informed care, organizational change, restorative justice, radical self-care, strategic development, racial equity and social justice. Our living mantra: "We are interrupting the 'status quo' of workplace wellness, one BRAVE space at a time."
www.attemlaconsulting.com
apitts@attemlaconsulting.com
IG:@almetta_lswaic @attemlaconsulting
FB: @attemlaconsulting

Delia Steverson, Ph.D. (she/her)
Dr. Steverson specializes in Curriculum Development on race, gender, and disability.
dsteverson@ufl.edu

www.academics4blacklives.com